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Hybrid PET systems have spatially varying sensitivity profiles.
These profiles are dependent on imaging parameters, namely,
number of heads, head configuration, spacing between gantry
stops, radius of rotation (RoR), and coincident head acceptance
angle. Methods: Sensitivity profiles were calculated across a
500-mm field of view (FoV) for a representative set of existing and
theoretic 2-, 3-, and 4-head hybrid PET systems. The head con-
figuration was defined by an, which describes the angular separa-
tion between head 1 and head n. Simulated configurations were 2
head ([a2] 5 [180°]), 3 head ([a2, a3] 5 [120°, 240°] and [90°, 180°]),
and 4 head ([a2, a3, a4] 5 [90°, 180°, 270°]). Four transverse
acceptance angles, measured from the perpendicular of the crys-
tal to the surface, were simulated: 90°, 45°, 23°, and 11°. Two
RoRs were considered: 250 and 300 mm. Each head was rotated
through 360° in 128 steps, and no physical collimation was mod-
eled. Results: For a 250-mm RoR and 90° acceptance angle, the
sensitivities relative to [a2] 5 [180°] were [a2, a3] 5 [120°, 240°],
183%; [a2, a3] 5 [90°, 180°], 159%; and [a2, a3, a4] 5 [90°, 180°,
270°], 317%. Increasing RoR to 300 mm decreased [a2] 5 [180°]
sensitivity by approximately 12%; all other configurations were
decreased by approximately 75% of their 250-mm RoR sensitivi-
ties. Decreasing the acceptance angle to 45° decreased sensitiv-
ities to [a2, a3] 5 [120°, 240°], 100%; [a2, a3] 5 [90°, 180°], 105%;
and [a2, a3, a4] 5 [90°, 180°, 270°], 210%. The 2-head [a2] 5 [180°]
system sensitivity was not affected. The configuration was the
most important factor affecting the shape of the sensitivity profiles.
For a 250-mm RoR and 90° acceptance angle, [a2] 5 [180°] con-
centrated sensitivity in the FoV center, [a2, a3] 5 [120°, 240°] had a
slightly increased peripheral sensitivity, and the profiles for both
[a2, a3] 5 [90°, 180°] and [a2, a3, a4] 5 [90°, 180°, 270°] were
completely flat. Conclusion: Sensitivity profiles are affected
strongly by imaging parameters; however, profiles can be shaped
to concentrate on an annulus or distribute sensitivity uniformly over
the FoV. Also, the 4-head system showed a markedly higher sen-
sitivity than either of the 3-head systems.
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Dedicated PET with18F-FDG has been used in oncology
principally at different stages of diagnosis, staging, and
therapeutic intervention (1). The high cost of dedicated

PET, as well as the success of FDG imaging, induced
gamma camera manufacturers to adapt their relatively in-
expensive dual-head gamma cameras to perform PET im-
aging (2). These cameras were designed originally for
SPECT, but they can be used for PET with the addition of
coincidence electronics. The principle of operation for hy-
brid PET systems is similar to dedicated PET: two opposing
g-rays are emitted from the site of positron-electron anni-
hilation. If bothg-rays are detected simultaneously, the site
of the positron–electron annihilation can be determined as
being along a line of response (LoR) between the locations
of the two detection events. From a tomographic perspec-
tive, the number of counts within a given LoR can be
viewed as the projection of the activity distribution within
the patient along this LoR.

However, one of the principal limitations that arose from
hybrid PET design was a significantly inferior sensitivity
(2,3). This constraint has limited these systems to applica-
tions with high uptake, such as myocardial imaging, or
applications with potentially high contrast, such as oncol-
ogy (4). The sensitivity of a hybrid PET system suffers from
two penalties. The first arises from the use of large crystals.
Although using large crystals reduces the cost, their use
places higher demands on detection and positioning elec-
tronics. The photon detection load placed on the parallel
operation of multiple small detectors in dedicated PET is
assumed by one large detector in hybrid PET, leading to
increased dead time. The second source of reduced sensi-
tivity arises from the gap between detectors, which, as will
be shown, reduces geometric sensitivity. Poor geometric
sensitivity is most obvious in two-head hybrid PET designs.
Typically, the heads are separated by 180°, covering only
approximately half of the total angular range with the crys-
tal. Because photons are emitted isotropically, using two
heads fails to detect a good portion of the photon flux. One
way to improve the angular coverage is by adding a third
detector head so that coincident events occurring between
any pair would be accepted (5). Recent limited testing by
the National Electrical Manufacturers Association showed
this increased sensitivity (6). Another method of reducing
the gap between cameras is to use a curved crystal (7).

The multihead geometry of hybrid PET results in a non-
uniform sampling of LoRs across the field of view (FoV).
Camera rotation makes the sampling more uniform; how-
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ever, sensitivity still varies across the FoV. For two-head
detectors placed 180° apart, the sensitivity is greatest in the
FoV center (8), whereas for a three-head camera, with
detectors placed in an equilateral triangle, the sensitivity is
peaked in the FoV periphery (5,9,10).

Nonuniform sensitivity profiles have important implica-
tions for estimation tasks (11,12) and may well affect lesion
detectability. Because the performance, and ultimately the
value, of hybrid PET is so often questioned, particularly
because of limited sensitivity, it becomes important to un-
derstand how this characteristic is related to imaging pa-
rameters.

Sensitivity profiles in hybrid PET are dependent on sev-
eral imaging parameters. During data acquisition, the sen-
sitivity profile is determined by the number of heads, their
angular separation about the axis of rotation, their radii of
rotation and size, and the number of gantry stops. After
acquisition, the sensitivity profile can be further affected
during rebinning by restricting the maximum allowable
angle of acceptance, that is, the angle between a coincident
LoR and the camera face perpendicular.

Previous studies have described sensitivity profiles for
continuously rotating dual-head detectors (13,14) and, more
generally, circularly symmetric sensitivity profiles. Current
industry products and future directions, however, lean to-
ward using discrete gantry stops and possibly severely re-
ducing the number of gantry stops (15). Reducing the num-
ber of gantry stops may introduce sensitivity-related
artifacts during reconstruction (16). Part of this study will
investigate the implications of reducing the number of gan-
try stops.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The geometric sensitivity of an LoR is proportional to the
amount of time that it jointly intersects the FoV of any two gamma
cameras, notwithstanding additional restrictions caused by reduced
acceptance angles. Computer simulations were performed to cal-
culate the sensitivity for each LoR. The sensitivity for a given LoR
was calculated by rotating the gantry in discrete steps and counting
the number of steps in which the LoR could be measured. LoRs
were defined to be 1-dimensional lines spaced 1 mm apart. For a
LoR to be measured at a particular gantry position, it must simul-
taneously intersect any 2 cameras and fall within the acceptance
angle of both cameras. In 3- and 4-head systems, different com-
binations of gamma cameras may contribute to the same LoR as
the gantry rotates. This information can be visualized by the
geometric sensitivity sinugram, as shown in Figure 1.

Geometric sensitivity is determined by the number of heads,
head size and configuration, radius of rotation (RoR), coincident
head acceptance angle, and angle spacing between gantry stops.
This study compared the performance of 2-, 3-, and 4-head sys-
tems, with each head being 500 mm across. Unless otherwise
specified, calculations assumed that data were acquired by rotating
each head through 360° in 128 gantry stops. Sensitivity profiles
were compared directly by plots and areas under plots.

Various configurations were modeled for each system. The
system configuration was identified by the angle(s) [an], which
described the angular separation between head 1 and headn. For
example, a 3-head detector, with the heads in an equilateral trian-
gle configuration, was described by [a2, a3] 5 [120°, 240°]. The
configurations of interest are illustrated in Figure 2.

The effects of RoR and finite acceptance angle were also
examined. The acceptance angle is the maximum deviation from

FIGURE 1. Sensitivity sinugram plots gantry angle a vs. LoR
radial position. Plot indicates which pairs of gamma cameras
are intersected jointly by LoR. Sensitivity sinugram can be
summed along columns (summed along a) to produce sensitiv-
ity profile, such as shown in Figures 3–6.

FIGURE 2. Four hybrid PET configurations were studied.
Configuration is described by angle(s) defining angular separa-
tion between heads, as noted below each diagram.
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the camera perpendicular that is permitted for an LoR to be
counted. These two parameters were investigated separately by
perturbing the system from the default parameters of 250-mm RoR
and 90° acceptance angle. Further, only a subset of configurations
was studied: [a2] 5 [180°] for 2-head systems, [a2, a3] 5 [120°,
240°] and [90°, 180°] for 3-head systems, and [a2, a3, a4] 5 [90°,
180°, 270°] for 4-head systems. Two RoRs were considered: 250
and 300 mm. Four acceptance angles were studied: 90°, 45°, 23°,
and 11°. The acceptance angle was measured from the perpendic-
ular of the camera face.

The results from these methods hold for the specific case of
having the number of gantry stops equal to the number of rebinned
projections. In general, however, this need not be the case, because
multiple projections (or portions thereof) can be collected from a
single gantry stop, limited by the acceptance angle. The effects of
having fewer gantry stops than rebinned projection angles were
examined for the 2-head [a2] 5 [180°] configuration with a
250-mm RoR and 90° acceptance angle. This case was studied by
reducing the number of gantry stops to 16 while still rotating each
head through 360° and assuming 128 rebinned projections.

RESULTS

Sensitivity profiles for each configuration, using 250-mm
RoRs and 90° acceptance angles, are plotted in Figure 3.
The plot shows the amount of time a LoR would be imaged
for 360° rotation of the gantry in 128 steps. The sensitivity
profile for the two-head configuration was shaped triangu-
larly, and it concentrated sensitivity in the FoV center,
whereas peripheral sensitivity was poor, dropping to zero at

the FoV edge. Peripheral sensitivity was increased mark-
edly by adding a third head, in either [a2, a3] 5 [120°, 240°]
or [90°, 180°] configurations. Both 3-head configurations
had identical sensitivities in the FoV center. The [90°, 180°]
sensitivity profile was flat across the entire FoV, whereas
the [120°, 240°] configuration offered increased sensitivity
in the periphery. The 4-head profile was flat across the entire
FoV, indicating that all LoRs were imaged during the entire
acquisition.

The effect of decreasing acceptance angle is shown in
Figure 4. In the figure, the 2-head profiles for acceptance
angles of 90° and 45° are shown to be identical. Interest-
ingly, this same profile is shared by a third configuration,
namely, the 3-head [90°, 180°] case with a 45° acceptance
angle, in which the smaller acceptance angle restricts coin-
cidence to being between the 2 opposing heads. This same
effect is evident in the 4-head case, in which the 45°
acceptance angle prevents adjacent heads from accepting
coincident photons, leaving only opposing heads accepting
photon pairs. Thus, the 4-head sensitivity profile becomes
exactly twice the 2-head profile. The 3-head [120°, 240°]
profile is seen to drop significantly in sensitivity in the
peripheral FoV. However, a small sensitivity advantage is
noted over the 2-head profile (and, equivalently, the 3-head
[90°, 180°] profile) in the peripheral FoV.

Two RoRs were simulated: 250 and 300 mm; these are
compared for all configurations in Figure 5, assuming a 90°
acceptance angle. In general, increasing the RoR decreased
sensitivity across the entire FoV. This decrease was approx-
imately uniform across the FoV. Thus, the characteristics of

FIGURE 3. Sensitivity profiles for each configuration, assum-
ing 250-mm RoR, 90° acceptance angle, and 128 gantry stops
over 360° of gantry rotation. Profiles show percentage time that
LoR, at given radial position, would image FoV. Two-head sen-
sitivity profile (■) is peaked at FoV center, whereas 3-head [a2,
a3] 5 [120°, 240°] profile (Œ) is peaked at periphery. Both three-
head [90°, 180°] (F) and 4-head (3) configurations have flat
sensitivity profiles; however, 4-head profile shows twice the
sensitivity of 3-head profile. Stepped appearance is caused by
finite number of gantry stops.

FIGURE 4. Each configuration with full 90° acceptance angle
(thick lines) and reduced 45° acceptance angle (thin lines).
Two-head profile (■) remains relatively unaffected. Profiles for
3-head [a2, a3] 5 [120°, 240°] (Œ), 3-head [90°, 180°] (F), and
4-head configurations (3) show significant loss of sensitivity.
This result is mainly caused by decreased coincidence between
adjacent heads.
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the sensitivity profiles for all configurations were main-
tained as the RoR increased.

The effects of varying the RoR and the acceptance angle
for each configuration are summarized quantitatively in
Table 1. Sensitivities are presented relative to the two-head
configuration with a 90° acceptance angle and 250-mm
RoR. If the acceptance angle decreased, the 3-head [90°,
180°] configuration approached the sensitivity of the two-
head configuration, whereas the 4-head configuration ap-
proached twice the 2-head sensitivity, as predicted from
Figure 4.

These results assumed that the number of gantry stops
was equal to the number of rebinned projections. Figure 6
shows the effects of reducing the number of gantry stops to
16 while maintaining 128 rebinned projections over 360°.

The figure shows that the sensitivity profile quantizes to
fewer levels. Further, the sensitivity profile varies, depend-
ing on the relative position of the gantry stop and rebinned
projection. This variation is seen as a shift in the locations
of the steps but does not change their levels.

DISCUSSION

Sensitivity profiles vary among hybrid PET systems.
Two-head systems tend to concentrate sensitivity in the
center of the FoV. Sensitivity is more uniformly distributed
for 3- and 4-head systems. For the 3-head system, the [a2,
a3] 5 [90°, 180°] configuration features a flat sensitivity
profile across the FoV, whereas the [120°, 240°] configu-
ration increases peripheral sensitivity (at the expense of
slightly decreased central sensitivity). The 4-head system
has a fairly uniform sensitivity profile across the entire FoV.

The selection of an optimal sensitivity profile is an un-
resolved issue. Estimation–task studies with both SPECT
(11) and hybrid PET (12) have indicated advantages in
shaping sensitivity profiles to counteract attenuation, that is,
sensitivity profiles that are maximum in the center of the
FoV. This argument can be extended to possibly increasing
lesion detectability by shaping profiles to maximize sensi-
tivity in regions of interest, especially because sensitivity
profiles could be made to vary with the projection angle.
However, in practice, neither lesion locations nor body
contours should be assumed a priori.

An important caveat beyond the scope of this study is
resolution. This limitation becomes apparent when consid-
ering that photons with large incident angles are more likely
to be mispositioned because of limitations in measuring the

FIGURE 5. Increasing RoR decreased sensitivity. Sensitivity
profiles from 250-mm (thick lines) and 300-mm (thin lines) RoRs
are shown for each configuration. As with reducing acceptance
angle, 2-head profile (■) remains least affected. However, pro-
files for 3-head [a2, a3] 5 [120°, 240°] (Œ), 3-head [90°, 180°] (F),
and 4-head (3) configurations show loss of sensitivity. This loss
is approximately uniform across FoV.

TABLE 1
Geometric Sensitivities for Hybrid PET Systems

Configuration

RoR (mm)*

250 300 250 250 250
(90) (90) (45) (23) (11)

[a2] 5 [180°] 100 87.7 100 76.0 44.5
[a2, a3] 5 [120°, 240°] 183 140 100 0 0
[a2, a3] 5 [90°, 180°] 159 124 105 76.0 44.5
[a2, a3, a4] 5 [90°, 180°, 270°] 317 247 210 152 89

*Acceptance angles (deg) are given in parentheses.
Geometric sensitivities were integrated between center of rota-

tion and 200 mm radially as percentage relative to [a2] 5 [180°]
(250-mm RoR, 90° acceptance angle).

FIGURE 6. Effect of reducing number of gantry stops from
128 to 16 for 2-head configuration, assuming 250-mm RoR, 90°
acceptance angle, and 128 rebinned projections over 360°.
Sensitivity profile for these parameters is projection dependent.
Profiles for first 4 rebinned projections are illustrated: projection
at 0° (3), projection at 2.8° (}), projection at 5.6° (F), and
projection at 8.4° (Œ).
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depth of interaction. Glick and Stodilka (17) and Vanden-
berghe et al. (18) showed that reducing the acceptance angle
could lead to improved resolution, albeit at the expense of
sensitivity (Fig. 4; Table 1). Thus, although a feature of the
3-head [90°, 180°] system is a uniform sensitivity profile, it
may suffer from degraded resolution, because coincidences
between adjacent detectors would have at least 1 incident
angle .45°. Vandenberghe et al. (18) showed that the
average tomographic spatial resolution for the [0°, 180°]
configuration is approximately 15% and 30% better than
those recorded with [90°, 180°] and [120°, 240°], respec-
tively.

Reducing the number of gantry stops has 2 potential
consequences. First, discretizing gantry positions quantizes
sensitivity profiles to discrete levels but does not affect the
dynamic range. Reducing the number of gantry levels re-
duces the number of discrete levels in the sensitivity profile.
Second, the assumption of circularly symmetric rotational
weights (5,10,13,14) breaks down when the number of
rebinned projection angles is less than the number of gantry
stops. The effect is seen as a shift in the sensitivity profile
(Fig. 6). The magnitude of the effect increases with fewer
gantry stops, because sensitivity profiles quantize to fewer
levels. Therefore, the importance of calculating projection-
dependent sensitivity profiles increases as the number of
gantry stops is reduced.

This study focused on aspects of comparing sensitivity
profiles in a single axial plane. The results would be most
applicable for systems with restricted axial acceptance, the
restriction being realized either physically through slat col-
limators or in postprocessing during rebinning. Although
sensitivity is axially variant, this variation is similar among
all configurations because sensitivity peaks at the center of
the FoV. Reader et al. (14) provided a 3-dimensional anal-
ysis, although that study was limited to the 2-head [a2] 5
[180°] configuration. Future studies could focus on a com-
prehensive analysis of the 3-dimensional characteristics of
sensitivity profiles.

CONCLUSION

The sensitivity profile for hybrid PET is highly variable
across the FoV. The overall profile shape is determined
largely by the angular separation between the heads. The
other defining factors, namely, RoR, photon acceptance
angle, and number of gantry stops, are not as influential in
determining the profile. The typical 2-head configuration,
with the heads being separated by 180°, provides the least
uniform profile, being peaked centrally and dropping lin-
early to near zero in the peripheral FoV. Sensitivity profiles

for 3- and 4-head systems were found to be more uniform
and offered considerably more sensitivity than the 2-head
system. However, 3-head systems require large photon ac-
ceptance angles to realize increased sensitivity.
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